
Background
Sandeep Reddy runs Vasant Motors, a showroom for pre-owned premium 
cars in Hyderabad. In India 80% cars are bought on loan. Like many other 
consumer goods, cars also have their resale value, which helps fetch a 
substantial sum for the next car. So it’s no wonder that there’s high online 
traffic advertising and searching for it. So how does a local showroom 
selling pre-owned cars do?

 “Our presence online has grown exponentially” 

existing solutions
For a business like Vasant Motors getting listed in online listing websites 
like Justdial did help, but it didn’t allow for updating stock quickly. 
And then there was the challenge of  the emerging verticals like  
CarTrade.com which was beginning to steal eyeballs. For instance, there 
are around over 8,000 cars listed under Hyderabad on CarTrade.com. And 
there are more. With consumers turning to such aggregators, ensuring 
his business is discoverable online was one of the biggest problem.

the apt solution
Sandeep opted for NowFloats in July 2014. Why? This is what he says:

It’s a unique technology in market. The results are good! It helped a lot in 
getting and approaching new customers.

the result
Using NowFloats Lighthouse (organic) for a year, Sandeep saw a strong 
online presence for his website for most of the online searches in 
Hyderabad. His business started getting a lot more online traffic.

As he deals in luxury cars like Bentley, Porsche etc. the ticket size is 
comparatively high. But even then within a year Vasant Motors has got 
over 92 leads. It has managed to rank best in organic searches on some 
very generic keywords such as “Preowned luxury cars in Hyderabad”. 

the Verdict
Mr. Reddy is going to stay with NowFloats till the end. As he says:

NowFloats has found a special place in Vasant Motors’ heart, that’s why 
they renewed for a year again - this time with Wildfire (Organic and 
Inorganic Mix) package to get even better results.
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